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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like Valentine’s Day Hangovers!

~ Guest Writer ~

Throughout the ages, the
debate on beards has raged
more fiercely than any other
difference.
Few people
know that the Crusades actually started over an argument on the proper application and care of beards.
But that is the past. I’m here
to lay down the final judgment on beards, and what
they truly mean.
We’ll start with a look at who
has had beards in history.
Some of the world’s greatest men have had beards.
Beards were once looked
upon as a symbol of power
and authority. Let’s look into
the Disney movie, Aladdin.
What did the sultan have on
his face, A GREAT BIG BUSHY
BEARD! It showed that he
was just that awesome. It
may not be historical fact,
but it gives an incredibly
detailed and accurate rep...see Beards on back

While I was sitting here marveling at this
little pocket on my pants I realized that
Valentines Day is coming up. That’s
tomorrow! Oh gosh, did you forget
like we did? That’s ok. Most of us in
the Bull are single anyway. No biggie.
We just won’t get any valentines from
ourselves for the umpteenth year in a
row. Wouldn’t be the first time.
Hey! I got this great idea.
We can all be valentines! That’s right. We
love you. There. Now
we’re inseparable.
<3 <3 <3. Fwends
4 evar, rite? Yay!

Consider this Daily Bull that you’re reading the best valentine in the world. Well,
at least this article. Pantomime King
should’ve talked more about how attractive beards make you. Even bearded
ladies! Share the love, folks. Don’t
discriminate just because they can grow
better facial hair than you. Valentine’s
Day is supposed to be happy for everyone, even those with overactive pituitary
glands.
Now, I know what
you’re thinking: “Nathan is just delusional
because he doesn’t
have a date for Valentine’s Day. It totally sucks to
be single on a couple’s holiday.”
And you’d be right, except I’m delusional for every holiday. Thanksgiving?
I didn’t see any pilgrims. Samoset didn’t
come to my family’s dinner. Christmas?
No elves got caught in my bear traps,
and there definitely wasn’t even a blip
on my missile shield radar that I installed
on my house. Santa defrauded me
worse than Madoff did.

Aww, young love.
Isn’t it sweet? There’s
so much passion it could blow
up the cutest puppy in the world with
adorableness. Then there’d be love
everywhere! Hooray! Golly. This is
going to be a great holiday. I can just
imagine us walking hand in paper, together down wooded lanes and sitting
on park benches as little kids scamper
around pulling their teeth out and putting
frogs in their pants. Man, it makes feel Therefore, it’s safe to assume that I’m
being just as irrational as any other time
so warm inside.
...see Valentines on back

For crying out loud, you know we love you.

Brought to you by Nathan “Invincible” Miller

Ok. Here’s my advice
for the world: don’t fix
it if it ain’t broke. Abide
by that simple rule and
everything will be hunky
dory. For some reason
though, the guys over
at Pepsi just can’t get
that into their over-caffeinated heads. Case in
point: Mtn Dew.
Mtn DEW?! WHAT?!
What was wrong with
the last logo they had?
It said the whole name
for one, and on top of
that it at least tried to
appeal to guys who
like swooshes instead
of little girls who can’t
text an entire word.
You know society has
completely gone to the
cute fuzzy dogs when

a once respectable and
extreme drink starts marketing directly to those
who aren’t about to do
an awesome stunt. Sell
outs.
I mean, look at the progression of these logos.
Back in the day, companies kept the same logo
for decades. It’s a little
thing called brand recognition, and it can do
wonders if you DON’T
SWITCH IT UP EVERY FIVE
YEARS! Seriously! If it
wasn’t so tasty I might
give it up. Nah...
Well I can see that my
work here is done. I’m
going to tackle a cheetah. See you guys next
week.
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By The Pantomime King

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Nathan Wonders: Mtn Dew
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Beards and Their
Power - A Final
Decision

Valentine’s Day & Other
Random Thoughts
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Friday, February 13, 2009

“A healthy male adult bore
consumes each year one and a
half times his own weight in other
people’s patience.”
~John Updike

...Valentines from front

of the year where you spend money
buying things for people. Now that
I think about it, I’m actually kind of
glad I don’t have to buy anything for
a change. I don’t think I could handle
going to the store and not buying
myself a cache of those little hearts for
myself. It’s inevitable. Sugary sweets
flock to me like pigs to a blanket.
Mm-mm-mmm! I could do for some
chocolate rabbit though. Do they sell
them this early in the year? I’m not sure
if they’re in season yet. It’d totally be
the best amalgamation of holidays:
Easter + Valentine’s Day = Greatness.
I mean, it’s almost there as it is. Cute
pink bunnies could deliver valentines
treats embedded within chocolate
eggs while they’re distracted looking
into each others’ eyes. Guess which
pocket I put it in before it melts and
ruins your pants! Hurry, those look
expensive!
Speaking of pockets… I bet that
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on for this time frame. All of them had
beards. Now you may question me,
“But Pantomime King, if all of these
great men had beards, why aren’t
we in a stalemate with the Civil War
to this day?” Well the answer is quite
simple; Abraham Lincoln’s beard was
larger and more impressive than Jefferson Davis’ beard. When it comes
Chocolates! Valentines Day! Easter to beard on beard action, the better
Bunnies! Tomorrow! Oh boy. I beard will always win.
can hardly wait. Actually, I plan on
celebrating the only way I know We take another look forward into
how: French toast. Yummy. If there’s history. Now, some may think that
one way to a man’s heart (mine at this may throw a wrench in my arguleast), it’s scrumptious French cuisine. ment, but there is no problem. In
Sounds lovely! Here’s hoping your the hierarchy of facial hair, no hair will
Valentine’s Day will be as delicious as actually beat just a mustache, while
mine. Kiss kiss!
the beard will reign over all of them.
...Beards from front Now, back to my true point; the
time is the late 1930’s into the early
resentation of the times. And yes,
1940’s. World War II is raging across
there were genie’s in bottles. HowEurope, Asia, and the Pacific. The
ever they have all been set free and
world is holding its cumulative breath
the ones that haven’t are buried unwaiting to see who would come out
der too much sand.
victorious in this massive war. Yet,
if people had simply looked to the
Now we’ll move forward in time.
leaders of each group, they would
Let’s look to the Civil War. Abraham
have been able to see who would
Lincoln, William T. Sherman, Ulysses S.
have come out victorious. RememGrant, Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee,
ber, mustache is the bottom with the
T.J. “Stonewall” Jackson, the list goes
beard on the top.
little pocket I was fiddling with in the
beginning is where the Easter Bunny
hides all my valentines chocolates!
But why’s it gotta be so small? That’s
kinda depressing. There’s only room
for one, maybe two if you squash
em in there. At least they won’t leak
out as easy.

ELEPHANTS

Are still hungry!
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We’ll first look at the Axis Powers. The
most famous leader of the Axis, Adolf
Hitler and his famous mustache; there
is no getting around that ‘stache. Ok
so they’ve got one mark against them,
but we’ll move on to Benito Mussolini. If you look at him, he didn’t
have a mustache. Hmm, this could
be interesting, the Axis is currently
neutral. On to Japan, they had Hirohito leading them. With the leftover
of Western influence, he bears a tiny
mustache. Unfortunately for them, it
gives the Axis Powers a -1 on their
total score. Now, let’s look at the Allied Powers starting with Franklin D.

Roosevelt. One of the men to lead
the US through World War 2 doesn’t
have a beard or a mustache, so we
leave the Allies with a +1. Now with
a look at Joseph Stalin, unfortunately
for the Allies this drops them back
to an even score. Lastly we look at
Winston Churchill and we see that he
did not have any facial hair. This puts
the Allied Powers with a final score
of +1. Now in review for World War
2; we end with the Allied Powers the
clear winner of the Axis Powers at a
score of +1 to -1.
Now people may think that the beard
is not the end-all of this list, but I beg
to differ. People have considered
many men in history to be great, and
yet they had no facial hair. And one
of the most evil men in history, Adolf
Hitler, wore only a mustache. This
forces me to put the mustache at the
bottom of the list. Which leaves the
beard to take the top, and if you really think about it, Jesus and Santa both
have
beards,
and you can’t
beat the Jesus/
Santa combination.
So, that is that.
This is the final
word on the
beard and its
power.
For more funny
articles
like
this one, go to
http://thenullset2.blogspot.
com Here you
can find plenty
of other awesome articles.
Enjoy.

FOR EROTIC LOVE!!!

